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Particulate organic matter (POM) lability is one of the key factors determining the
residence time of organic carbon (OC) in the marine system. Phytoplankton community
composition can influence the rate at which heterotrophic microorganisms decompose
phytoplankton detrital particles and thus, it controls the fraction of OC that reaches the
ocean depths, where it can be sequestered for climate-relevant spans of time. Here,
we compared the degradation dynamics of POM from phytoplankton assemblages of
contrasting diatom dominance in the presence of mesopelagic prokaryotic communities
during a 19-day degradation experiment. We found that diatom-derived POM exhibited
an exponential decay rate approximately three times lower than that derived from
a community dominated by flagellated phytoplankton (mainly coccolithophores and
nanoflagellates). Additionally, dissolved organic matter (DOM) released during the
degradation of diatom particles accumulated over the experiment, whereas only residual
increases in DOM were detected during the degradation of non-diatom materials.
These results suggest that diatom-dominance enhances the efficiencies of the biological
carbon pump and microbial carbon pump through the relatively reduced labilities of
diatom particles and of the dissolved materials that arise from their microbial processing.

Keywords: biodegradation experiment, marine phytoplankton, diatom, organic matter lability, particulate organic
matter, dissolved organic matter, mesopelagic microbes

INTRODUCTION

Marine phytoplankton are responsible for approximately half of global net primary production
(NPP), i.e., 53.6 ± 7.4 Pg C per year (Dunne et al., 2007) compared to a mean of 55 Pg C per
year of terrestrial ecosystems (Cramer et al., 1999). Although most of the organic carbon (OC)
produced in the euphotic layer of the ocean is consumed and remineralized in situ, approximately
one fifth of NPP is exported out of the upper mixed layer, 3.4% of NPP is exported as dissolved
organic matter (DOM) through overturning circulation (Hansell et al., 2009) and 17.9% of NPP
as sinking particulate organic matter (POM) (Dunne et al., 2007; Carlson and Hansell, 2015).
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This downward flux of organic matter (OM) constitutes the
biological carbon pump (BCP) (Eppley and Peterson, 1979).

Exported POM flux is attenuated with depth resembling
a power law function, the remineralization curve or Martin
curve (Martin et al., 1987), and accounts for most (∼ 90%) of
ocean respiration, with the remainder being supported by DOM
(Aristegui et al., 2002). Prokaryotic decomposition activities are
considered the main sink of marine POM in the mesopelagic
ocean (200–1000 m depth), being responsible for up to 85–92%
of particle remineralization by various estimates (Anderson and
Tang, 2010; Giering et al., 2014). This implies the solubilization of
sinking particles into DOM prior to prokaryotic uptake through
zooplankton processing (Strom et al., 1997) and bacterial cleavage
by extracellular enzymes (Smith et al., 1992). As such, the
attenuation of POM flux with depth derives from the combined
effects of particle remineralization into CO2 and solubilization
into DOM (Benner and Amon, 2015).

Two main climate relevant C-sequestration mechanisms
arise from the downward export of OM. First, the classical
BCP leads to part of the exported particulate organic carbon
(POC) getting buried in marine sediments and, although this
fraction is estimated to represent less than 1% of annual NPP
(Carlson and Hansell, 2015), it represents one of the main
biological mechanisms regulating atmospheric CO2 at geological
timescales (De La Rocha, 2007). Additionally, even if all NPP is
remineralized before reaching the sediments, subtle differences
in remineralization depth due to differences in the lability of
organic materials, sinking velocities and/or deep convection
of the exported POM can severely influence the storage and
residence time of C in the dark ocean far from contact with
the atmosphere (Kwon et al., 2009). The second mechanism
consists in the accumulation of recalcitrant dissolved organic
matter (RDOM) that arises from successive bacterial processing
of readily available OM (Kramer and Herndl, 2004): the microbial
carbon pump (MCP) (Jiao et al., 2010). The significance of the
DOM pool is paramount, as it represents an enormous OC
reservoir, comparable in magnitude to that of atmospheric CO2
(Stone, 2010), of which 95% is RDOM, able to persist in the ocean
with minimal losses for thousands of years (Hansell, 2013). The
efficiencies of the BCP and MCP (i.e., the amount of C that is
sequestered in the deep ocean by either of them relative to the
NPP) depend, among other things, on (1) the set of processes
that promote the downward export flux and (2) the degradability
of the exported material. Phytoplankton community composition
can alter both of these factors, and consequently has the potential
of influencing the overall C-sequestration capacity of the oceans
and thus Earth climate (Cermeño et al., 2008; Guidi et al., 2009;
Siegel et al., 2014; Bach et al., 2019).

Phytoplankton cell size, shape, their ability to form colonies
and the ballasting effect of mineral covers dictate sinking rates
of individual groups (Padisák et al., 2003; Engel et al., 2009;
Durante et al., 2019), modulating the overall export efficiency
according to their dominance. Zooplankton activities can either
diminish or increase export efficiencies and their net effect largely
depends on the regionally variable plankton community structure
(Steinberg and Landry, 2017). Heterotrophic prokaryotes lower
C export by degrading and dissolving particles. However, they

can also promote C export as they grow on non-sinking DOM,
reintroducing this carbon to the trophic web and sinking POM
fraction when they are grazed by larger consumers (del Giorgio
and Cole, 1998). These trophic interactions have a profound
impact in determining the export efficiency of a given system.
Indeed, Guidi et al. (2009) found that 68% of the global
variance in mass flux to 400 m depth could be explained by the
phytoplankton community composition.

The mechanisms linking plankton community composition
to particle degradability and remineralization in the meso-
and bathypelagic oceans remain largely unknown (Herndl and
Reinthaler, 2013). Particle C-specific remineralization rates are
often modeled to be dependent on temperature alone (Schmittner
et al., 2008; Bach et al., 2016) based on the fact that bacterial
activity is largely dependent on this parameter (Pomeroy
and Deibel, 1986). By contrast, the role of phytoplankton
community composition in determining POM lability has long
been overlooked. Its effects on particle size and porosity
(Bach et al., 2019), the distinct macromolecular make-up
of individual phylogenetic groups (Finkel et al., 2016) and
their degree of cell wall mineralization (Engel et al., 2009;
Moriceau et al., 2009) can influence the rate of particle
degradation as they sink throughout the water column. This
reflects how POM lability is not only dependent on seawater
temperature and bacterial activity, but on the nature of the
substrate and, consequently, on the identity of the phytoplankton
that produced it.

Diatoms are dominant in many ecosystems; they are
responsible for up to 35% of the total primary production in
oligotrophic oceans and up to 75% in coastal waters and the
Southern Ocean (Nelson et al., 1995; Tréguer et al., 1995). Jin
et al. (2006) estimated their global contribution to NPP and to
carbon export to be 15 and 40%, respectively. The ability of some
diatoms to form resting spores, with highly silicified cell walls
and enriched in lipids and carbohydrates (Kuwata et al., 1993),
makes them very efficient at C-export. These cell forms appear
to be extremely resistant to degradation and have the potential
to dominate POC vertical fluxes to the deep ocean (Salter et al.,
2012; Rembauville et al., 2016).

Experimental incubations, although not truly suitable to
obtain specific values of POC attenuation, can be used to isolate
and quantify the effects of different factors on carbon-specific
remineralization rates, providing a more mechanistic approach
and resulting in useful insights that can be used to improve
model design and parametrization. The effects of temperature
(Iversen and Ploug, 2013), mineral protection (Engel et al., 2009;
Moriceau et al., 2009), and nutrient stress (Suroy et al., 2015)
on POM remineralization rates have been examined in recent
years. However, most studies use either natural POM of poorly
constrained origin or monocultures that disregard the variable
reactivity of natural POM. With the objective of studying the
effect of phytoplankton community composition, with special
emphasis on diatom contribution, on the degradation process
of POM, we induced proliferations of contrasting diatom
dominance from a natural marine plankton assemblage and
followed their remineralization processes in the presence of
mesopelagic prokaryotic communities for 19 days.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sampling
Seawater was collected 13.6 miles off Barcelona coast (41◦15.80′
N, 2◦ 26.85′ E) during the AMICS field expedition on board
the RV García del Cid (September 19, 2017). Two depths were
sampled by means of rosette deployment: surface (5 m depth)
and mesopelagic (200 m depth). The collected water was filtered
on board; the surface volume was filtered through a 200-µm
mesh to exclude large zooplankton, whereas the deeper one
was filtered through 0.6 µm (ipPORE, 142 mm) to exclude any
large particle. The filtered surface and mesopelagic waters were
kept in a water bath during transit and then transferred to two
temperature-controlled chambers at in situ temperatures (22 and
14◦C, respectively).

Experimental Design
In order to investigate how the phytoplanktonic composition
of POM influences its remineralization dynamics we developed
a degradation experiment. First, we induced phytoplankton
proliferations of different diatom contribution and then we
followed the remineralization of the produced POM in the
presence of mesopelagic prokaryotic communities.

To obtain POM of different composition, the surface water
(<200 µm) was divided into ten 15-L plexiglass microcosms and
incubated at 22◦C with different inorganic nutrient enrichments
and a 12:12 h light-dark cycle. Five microcosms were enriched
with a nutrient solution to reach final concentrations of 23.1 µM
of nitrate and 1.35 µM of phosphate; the NP incubation.
The remaining five microcosms received the same nitrate
and phosphate enrichment and an additional silicate solution
(19.3 µM final concentration) to enhance diatom growth, the
NPSi incubation (Figure 1 – light incubations). Chlorophyll-
a (Chl-a) concentration was measured daily to monitor the
bloom development (Supplementary Figure 1) and inorganic
nutrient concentrations were measured at the start and end of the
incubations (Supplementary Table 1). The NPSi incubation was
ended after 6 days, once Chl-a started decreasing. Due to the low
Chl-a increase observed in the NP incubation (Supplementary
Figure 1), and in order to achieve enough biomass for the
degradation experiment, a second nitrate and phosphate solution
was added to the NP incubation at day 6 and the collection of
POM was postponed for 2 days. One day after the Chl-a maxima,
all five microcosms of each light incubation were mixed and the
particulate materials from NP and NPSi were collected by means
of filtration (>0.6 µm, ipPORE 142 mm).

For the degradation experiment, all POM collected from
each light incubation was resuspended into 60 L of 0.6 µm-
filtered mesopelagic water: the resuspension of NP POM
comprised the non-diatom dominated (non-DD) treatment, and
the resuspension of NPSi POM was named the diatom dominated
(DD) treatment (Figure 1 – degradation experiment). Each
treatment was distributed into three 20-L fluorinated carboys;
one was used for the initial sampling and the other two served as
experimental replicates during the 19 days of dark incubation at
in situ mesopelagic temperature (14◦C). Additionally, one carboy

filled with mesopelagic water without any addition of particles
was incubated as a control and sampled at the start and end of the
experiment. A diagram of the experimental design can be found
in Figure 1. All carboys used in the degradation experiment
were filled with filtered mesopelagic water pooled from multiple
containers at the start of the incubation and were gently stirred
before every sampling to ensure homogeneous conditions.

Analytical Measurements
All labware used for sample manipulation, including sampling
tubes and flasks, was acid-cleaned following the following rinsing
sequence: Milli-Q water, 0.37% hydrochloric acid, 3× Milli-Q
water, 3× water sample.

Chlorophyll-a concentration was determined using a Turner
Designs fluorometer through the fluorometric method described
by Yentsch and Menzel (1963). A volume of 100 ml sample
was filtered through Whatman GF/F glass microfiber filter,
the filter was kept in 90% acetone 24 h before the analysis.
Identification and enumeration of phytoplankton was performed
using the Utermöhl technique (Utermöhl, 1958). Briefly, samples
were fixed with formalin-hexamine to a final concentration
of 0.4% and stored at room temperature. Identification and
enumeration were done on settled aliquots (10 ml) using an
inverted microscope. Biomass calculations in terms of carbon
used mean cell volumes per species obtained in previous studies
(Arin et al., 2002a; Arin et al., 2002b; M. Delgado, personal
communication) and the equations from Menden-Deuer and
Lessard (2000) for vegetative cells, and from Kuwata et al. (1993)
for Chaetoceros resting spores. Phytoplankton composition of
the NP incubation was estimated using the mix of the five
microcosms at the end of the incubation (1 day after the Chl-
a maximum; Supplementary Figure 1). Due to the difficulty of
identification and enumeration of phytoplankton in the mixed
water from the NPSi incubation, we report the mean composition
of the five microcosms 1 day before mixing (at the Chl-a
maximum; Supplementary Figure 1).

Samples for inorganic nutrient analyses were collected
unfiltered in duplicate polyethylene 12 ml tubes and stored at
−20◦C until analysis. Concentrations of phosphate (PO4

3−),
ammonium (NH4

+), silicate (SiO4
2−), nitrate (NO3−), and

nitrite (NO2−) were determined using flow-through colorimetric
methods in a Bran Luebbe AA3 AutoAnalyzer. Samples for
POC, particulate organic nitrogen (PON) and particulate organic
phosphorus (POP) were filtered onto pre-combusted (450◦C for
4 h) Whatman GF/F filters and stored at −20◦C until analysis.
Carbon and nitrogen content was determined with a Perkin
Elmer 2400 CNH analyzer. Filters for POC determination were
decarbonated following the acid vapor method of Yamamuro and
Kayanne (1995). Determination of POP was performed following
the acid persulfate oxidation method described in Grasshoff et al.
(1978). Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) samples were filtered
through pre-rinsed 0.2 µm filters (Supor 200, Pall) and collected
in duplicate into 30 ml polycarbonate flasks, positive pressure
was applied during filtration with ultrapure N2 gas and samples
were stored at −20◦C until analysis. DOC determination was
carried out with a Shimadzu TOC VCSH instrument. Total
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of the experimental design. Light incubations (NP and NPSi) were used to induce phytoplankton proliferations of contrasting
diatom dominance from a surface seawater sample enriched with different inorganic nutrient solutions. POM collected from the NP and NPSi incubations were each
resuspended into mesopelagic seawater, comprising the two treatments of the degradation experiment: non-diatom dominated (non-DD) and diatom dominated
(DD) treatments, respectively. The 19-day degradation experiment was performed in the dark at 14◦C.

organic carbon (TOC) concentration was calculated as the sum
of concentrations of POC and DOC.

Abundance of prokaryotes (hereinafter referred to as
bacteria) was determined through flow cytometry (FC)
using a BD FACSCalibur instrument. Samples were fixed
with 1% paraformaldehyde plus 0.05% glutaraldehyde (final
concentrations) and stored at −80◦C until analysis. Samples
were thawed and stained with SYBRgreen I at ∼ 20 µM final
concentration at room temperature and in the dark for 10 min.
Milli-Q was used as sheath fluid and the data acquisition was
performed at a flow rate of approximately 18 µl min−1 for

2 min for each sample. Flow calibrations were performed before
and after each batch of samples and the cell concentration was
obtained by referring event counts to the daily mean flow. FC
bacterial counts (Supplementary Figure 4C) were divided into
two populations according to their nucleic acid content and
size [as derived from red fluorescence and side-scatter (SSC),
respectively]: high nucleic acid and low nucleic acid bacteria
(Supplementary Figures 4A,B). We obtained population-
specific cell volumes based on relative SSC signals (Calvo-Díaz
and Morán, 2006), and conversions to bacterial biomass (BB)
were performed using FC counts of each population and the
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volume to biomass allometric model from Norland (1993):
C = 0.12 V0.72, where C is cell biomass (pg C) and V is cell
volume (µm3). Bacterial production (BP) was determined
following the 3H-Leucine incorporation method (Kirchman,
2001).The C-specific BP was calculated by relating BP to BB.

Statistical Analysis
The degradation kinetics of phytoplankton-derived OC can be
described with a first-order exponential decay model (Jewell and
Mccarty, 1971):

OC(t) = OCreact e−kt
+ (1− OCreact)

where OC(t) is the fraction of initial OC remaining at time t,
OCreact is the fraction of initial OC susceptible to degradation,
the term (1 – OCreact) is the non-degradable fraction of initial
OC and k is the rate of decomposition in d−1. This first-order
decay model has the advantage of k being insensitive to the initial
OC concentration, which has been experimentally corroborated
for phytoplanktonic degradation experiments with up to 30-fold
differences in initial OC concentrations (Fujii et al., 2002).

We fitted this first-order decay model to the POC and
TOC (DOC + POC) pools independently, using least square
regressions of concentration vs time, to yield rate constants (k)
and reactive fractions (OCreact) specific of each pool. Decay
curve parameters were statistically compared between treatments
and OC pools using extra sum-of-squares F test. We used this
approach to test whether OC pools (TOC and POC) shared
any decay parameters within each treatment (DD and non-DD)
and to test whether the treatments shared any decay parameters
of each OC pool.

RESULTS

Light Incubations: POM Production,
Stoichiometry, and Phytoplankton
Composition
The light incubations differed considerably in their POM
production (Table 1); in terms of POC, the NPSi incubation
was more than twice as productive as the NP incubation.
POM stoichiometry, calculated as the molar ratio of the
particulate constituents (POC, PON, and POP), was also
substantially different between the two light incubations. POM
from the incubation amended with silicate (NPSi) was richer
in C and had a much lower C:Si ratio, calculated as the
ratio between the final POC concentration and the apparent
consumption (initial minus final concentrations) of dissolved
silicate during the incubation.

The estimated phytoplankton community composition
of the two light incubations is shown in Figure 2. The
NPSi incubation produced a diatom-dominated community
in which this group accounted for 98% of the biomass,
including 47% in the form of Chaetoceros resting spores. The
combined contribution of the other groups examined (i.e.,
coccolithophores, nanoflagellates, and dinoflagellates) made
up the remaining 2% of the NPSi phytoplankton biomass. The

TABLE 1 | Particulate organic carbon (POC) concentration (µM) and POM
stoichiometry (mol:mol) at the end of the light incubations (NP and NPSi).

Incubation POC POM stoichiometry

(µM) C:N C:P N:P C:Si*

NP 79.6 ± 3.1 6.8 ± 0.3 83.8 ± 4.4 12.3 ± 0.7 142.2 ± 36.7

NPSi 171.6 ± 8.7 10.1 ± 0.5 175.4 ± 7.3 17.3 ± 0.4 9.8 ± 1.8

*Estimated ratio (see text). All variables are presented as mean± standard deviation
and were significantly different between incubations (at least p < 0.05, two-tailed
t-tests, n = 2).

FIGURE 2 | Phytoplankton functional group composition (as percentage of
estimated biomass) of NP and NPSi incubations.

phytoplankton community composition of the NP incubation
was dominated by coccolithophores and nanoflagellates,
accounting for 79 and 16% of the estimated phytoplankton
biomass, respectively. The contribution of diatoms to NP
phytoplankton biomass was estimated to be 6% and no diatom
resting spores were detected. The total phytoplankton estimated
biomass accounted for 97± 5% of the POC produced in the NPSi
incubation and for 78± 3% in the case of the NP incubation.

Organic Carbon Dynamics
At the start of the experiment, immediately after the resuspension
of POM from the light incubations into the mesopelagic
water, DOC concentration of both treatments showed a sudden
increase proportional to the added POC when compared to the
mesopelagic water DOC (Figure 3). Then, DOC concentration
of each treatment behaved differently; while DOC exhibited
a consistent decrease in the non-DD treatment throughout
the experiment, DOC concentration in the DD treatment
experienced a pronounced initial drop and then it increased for
the remaining of the experiment. Throughout the experiment,
DOC concentration of both treatments remained above that
of the mesopelagic water without the addition of particulate
material, which showed no significant variation between the start
and end of the experiment (t-test, p = 0.33).

Despite their different values at the beginning of the
experiment, TOC concentrations followed remarkably similar
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FIGURE 3 | Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentration during the
experiment. Data are mean and standard deviation of two experimental
replicates. Dotted line represents the concentration in the mesopelagic water
prior to the POM additions.

dynamics in both treatments (Figure 4A), decreasing rapidly
during the first days and remaining more or less constant by
the end of the experiment. When normalized to the added
initial TOC (calculated as the difference between the initial
TOC concentrations of the treatments and the mesopelagic
water DOC), it becomes apparent that DD treatment TOC
was remineralized at a slower rate and to a lesser extent than
that of the non-DD treatment (Figure 4B), as denoted from
the differences in the best-fit parameters of their decay curves
(Table 2). TOC losses in each treatment showed statistically
different degradation rates (k) and degradable fractions (OCreact).

Losses in POC concentration during the experiment
(Figure 5A) behaved similarly to those observed for TOC
(Figure 4A) in the non-DD treatment, with most of the
degradation taking place within the first 5 days of the experiment.
The DD treatment showed an overall slower decrease for POC
than for TOC, with little decrease during the first 2 days of dark
incubation and a similar loss during the first 7 days than during
the remaining of the experiment (Figure 5A). Examining the
POC losses relative to the respective initial concentrations of
each treatment (Figure 5B) helps to appreciate how much faster
POC was degraded in the non-DD treatment: the decay curve
fitted for the non-DD treatment had a decay constant (k) that
was three times higher than that of the DD treatment (Table 2).
The fraction of degradable POC however, was similar between
treatments. Model comparisons between the two OC pools in
each treatment (Table 2) revealed that, in the non-DD treatment,
TOC and POC kinetic parameters were not statistically different,
whereas in the DD treatment each OC pool had different
degradation rates (k) and degradable fractions (OCreact).

FIGURE 4 | Total organic carbon (TOC) decrease during the experiment, as
absolute values (A) and as percentage of added TOC (B). Data are mean and
standard deviation of two experimental replicates; dotted line in (A) indicates
DOC concentration of mesopelagic water prior to POM additions; solid and
dashed lines in (B) are the best-fit decay curves for each treatment.

Stoichiometry of POM
Stoichiometry of POM, derived from concentrations of POC
(Figure 5A), PON (Figures 9A,B), and POP (Figures 9C,D),
showed important changes during the experiment in both
treatments. The mean C:N ratio (Figure 6A) of the non-DD
treatment remained stable with values in the range 7.75–7.84 for
the first half of the experiment, increasing during the second half
up to 9.42 at the end of the experiment. The mean C:N ratio of
POM in the DD treatment showed a considerable drop at the
beginning of the experiment and then it remained relatively stable
with values in the range 6.93–7.89.

The mean C:P ratio (Figure 6B) of the non-DD treatment
decreased during the first half of the experiment, increasing
slightly during the second half. In the DD treatment, the ratio
dropped at the beginning of the experiment from 180.0 ± 5.7 to
110.2 ± 0.2, it continued decreasing until the 7th day, and then
raised until the end of the experiment.

The N:P ratio also exhibited variations (Figure 6C); the non-
DD treatment experienced a decrease in its N:P ratio during the
first half of the experiment from 11.7 ± 0.9 at the beginning to
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TABLE 2 | First-order decay model best-fit parameters and significance of model
comparisons for POC and TOC losses in the diatom dominated (DD) and
non-diatom dominated (non-DD) treatments.

Treatment OC
fraction

k (d−1) OCreact

(%)
Half-life

(d)
S (%)

Best-fit DD TOC 0.25 ± 0.03 55.4 ± 1.9 2.78 3.01

POC 0.10 ± 0.02 72.4 ± 8.1 6.93 4.69

Non-DD TOC 0.34 ± 0.03 72.3 ± 1.5 2.02 2.86

POC 0.32 ± 0.03 70.2 ± 2.1 2.14 3.93

p-Values DD vs non-DD TOC 0.030 <0.001

DD vs non-DD POC <0.001 0.76

DD TOC vs
POC

<0.001 0.007

Non-DD TOC vs
POC

0.69 0.45

Goodness of fit is given as standard error of regression (S).

FIGURE 5 | Particulate organic carbon (POC) decrease during the experiment,
as absolute values (A) and normalized to initial POC concentration of each
treatment (B). Data are mean and standard deviation of two experimental
replicates, lines in (B) are first-order decay curves fitted for each treatment.

8.5 ± 0.3 on day 12. The mean N:P ratio of the DD treatment on
the other hand decreased during the first 5 days of the experiment
and then started to increase.

FIGURE 6 | Changes in POM mean C:N (A), C:P (B), and N:P (C) molar
ratios during the experiment. Error bars are the standard deviation between
two replicates. Dotted lines in each panel represent Redfield stoichiometric
ratio (106C:16N:1P).

Nutrient Remineralization
The DD treatment exhibited a considerable drop in nitrate,
phosphate, and silicate concentrations at the beginning of the
experiment that was not detected in the non-DD treatment.
Nitrate remained relatively stable for both treatments throughout
the experiment, except for the aforementioned initial drop in
the DD treatment (Figure 7A). Although a slight increase
in nitrite concentrations was detected in both treatments
(Supplementary Figure 5), their contribution to the nitrogen
oxides pool was negligible (<3%). Both treatments started
with a higher phosphate concentration than that of the
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FIGURE 7 | Time-course of nitrate (A), phosphate (B), ammonia (C), and silicate concentrations (D). Data are mean and standard deviation of two replicates. Mean
nutrient concentration of mesopelagic water prior to POM addition is shown in each panel as a dotted line.

mesopelagic water sample and then phosphate concentrations
increased during the experiment in both treatments, with the
DD treatment experiencing an initial drop in its phosphate
concentration before increasing rapidly (Figure 7B). Ammonia
concentrations increased consistently in both treatments
(Figure 7C). Silicate concentration in the non-DD treatment
remained unchanged throughout the experiment with respect
to the silicate concentration of the sourced mesopelagic water
sample (Figure 7D). In the DD treatment, the initial silicate
concentration was slightly higher than that of the mesopelagic
water sample prior to the addition of particulate material. This
apparent excess of silicate was consumed at the beginning of dark
incubation and then the silicate concentration increased at an
apparent constant rate for the rest of the experiment (Figure 7D).

Bacterial Biomass and Production
Bacterial biomass (BB) behaved similarly in both treatments
(Figure 8A), with one maximum at the beginning of the
experiment, a substantial decrease at day 3 and then BB rose to
a second maximum around the middle point of the experiment.

The DD treatment exhibited higher BB values than the non-DD
treatment throughout the experiment and, in both treatments,
the BB started with values higher than those of the mesopelagic
sample. The C-specific BP was higher in the non-DD treatment
during the first half of the experiment, whereas the DD treatment
exhibited higher values during the second half. Despite their
different values, both treatments followed the same pattern in
their C-specific BP: an initial increase from their initial values
reaching the maximum after 3–5 days of incubation and then the
C-specific BP dropped and remained low for the second half of
the experiment (Figure 8B).

DISCUSSION

We have investigated the effects of phytoplankton community
composition, specifically of diatom dominance, on the temporal
dynamics of OM bacterial remineralization under controlled
laboratory conditions. We have shown that phytoplankton
community composition influenced the temporal dynamics of
OM remineralization in several ways. First, POC derived from a
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FIGURE 8 | Time-course of bacterial biomass (A) and C-specific bacterial
production (B). Data are mean and standard deviation of two experimental
replicates. Mean bacterial biomass of mesopelagic water prior to POM
addition is shown in (A) as a dotted line.

non-diatom-dominated community decayed much more rapidly
(up to three times as fast) than that produced by one dominated
by diatoms. Similarly, the TOC degradation rate was slower
in the case of the diatom-dominated POM, possibly influenced
by the accumulation of DOM of recalcitrant nature. Below we
elaborate on possible explanations for these differences as well
as on their significance in relation to the efficiency of the BCP,
the biogeography of phytoplankton functional groups and the
overall C-sequestration capacity of the ocean in the present and
in future scenarios.

Light Incubations: POM Production,
Stoichiometry, and Phytoplankton
Composition
Diatom growth is favored when enough dissolved silica is
available (Egge and Aksnes, 1992) and, as expected, this group
predominated in the containers amended with silicate (NPSi).
In addition, the higher growth rates attributed to diatoms
(Marañón et al., 2013) probably contributed to the higher POM
production observed in the NPSi incubation. The higher POM
C:N and C:P ratios in the NPSi incubation could be due to
increased production and accumulation of carbon-rich lipids

(Breuer et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2013) and/or carbohydrates
(Guerrini et al., 2000; Chauton et al., 2013) under the N-limiting
conditions experienced at the end of the NPSi incubation
(Supplementary Table 1). This nutritional deficiency appears
to have induced the production of diatom resting spores (Oku
and Kamatani, 1997), which accounted for a substantial fraction
(47%) of the phytoplankton biomass in the NPSi incubation.
Although the usage of the volume-to-C factor from Kuwata
et al. (1993) for Chaetoceros spores can lead to overestimations
of the contribution of resting spores to total phytoplankton
biomass (Rynearson et al., 2013), the good agreement between
NPSi estimated phytoplankton biomass (167 µmol C L−1) and
measured POC (172 ± 9 µmol C L−1) gives us confidence in the
appropriateness of its use in our case. The abundance of C-dense
resting spores helps explain the high C:N and C:P ratios of the
POM produced in the NPSi incubation (Table 1).

In the NP incubation, coccolithophores had a substantial
contribution although they were not as dominant as diatoms
were in the NPSi incubation (Figure 2). The low contribution
of diatoms to the estimated NP biomass (6%) is probably a
lower limit estimate, as the state of diatoms at the end of
the NP incubation made their identification and enumeration
challenging. This probably contributed to the mismatch between
estimated phytoplankton biomass (62 µmol C L−1) and
measured POC concentration (80 ± 3 µmol C L−1). The
“aged” appearance of diatoms in the NP incubation indicates
that the succession of phytoplankton functional groups played
an important role in the bloom dynamics of this incubation.
In fact, earlier samples of NP incubation had a much higher
diatom contribution (Supplementary Figure 2). Diatoms, which
outcompete coccolithophores under pulsing nutrient supply
dynamics (Cermeño et al., 2011), would have better exploited
the initial nutrient addition and dominated the production
in the NP incubation production until silicate was exhausted,
when coccolithophores would have been able to increase
their dominance.

Nutrient Remineralization
At the start of the experiment, the apparent consumption of
nitrate (Figure 7A) and phosphate (Figure 7B) in the DD
treatment could be attributed to prokaryotic uptake. When
limited by organic nutrients, bacteria have been reported to
compensate this deficiency by incorporating inorganic forms of
N and P, which allows them to further utilize nutrient poor OM
(Kragh et al., 2008), such as that produced on the NPSi incubation
(Table 1). The synchronous consumption of silicate (Figure 7D)
in this treatment, however, points to diatoms still being actively
taking up nutrients at the very beginning of the degradation
experiment. The ability of diatoms to incorporate inorganic
nutrients into particulate material upon the first 24–48 h of
darkening has been reported previously in similar degradation
experiments (Blank and Sullivan, 1979; Passow et al., 2011). The
nutrient stress experienced by the phytoplankton community at
the end of the NPSi light incubation (Supplementary Table 1)
probably caused an enhanced uptake of N, P, and Si by diatoms
when transferred to the relatively nutrient-rich mesopelagic
water. Although some prokaryotic uptake cannot be completely
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ruled-out, the nutrient-stressed diatoms, which outweighed
bacteria 80 to 1 in terms of biomass, are probably responsible for
the bulk of the nutrient consumption observed at the start of the
experiment. The initial uptake of nutrients by diatoms affected
POM composition severely in the DD treatment, with losses
of dissolved inorganic N and P being balanced by concomitant
increases in PON and POP (Figures 9B,D, respectively). This
reduced the initial C:N and C:P ratios to values more similar
to those of Redfield by the second day of the experiment
(Figures 6A,B, respectively).

The absence of a similar nutrient consumption in the non-
DD treatment could be either due to phytoplankton being
too damaged to still be active or to having its inorganic
nutrient requirements already satisfied. The low C:N and C:P
ratios of the POM from the NP incubation (Table 1) and the
relatively high inorganic nutrient concentration at the end of this
light incubation (Supplementary Table 1) supports the second
explanation. After the second day of the experiment, the silicate
concentration in the DD treatment increased at a fairly constant
rate throughout the rest of the experiment, evidencing diatom
frustule dissolution in agreement with previous degradation
experiments (Passow et al., 2011) in which silica dissolution
behaved linearly with time.

Total Organic Carbon Dynamics
Decay of phytoplankton-derived OM is sometimes modeled to
follow multiple first order kinetics in which various OM fractions
with different reactivities are considered (Multi-G model, e.g.,
Sempéré et al., 2000), which agrees with the conceptual model
of OM size-reactivity continuum (Benner and Amon, 2015).
Modeling studies can use an infinite number of OM pools
characterized by a continuous distribution of reactivities to best
describe the complex nature of OM (Aumont et al., 2017). In
experimental approaches, however, a single decay rate is usually
computed for the sake of simplicity (Goutx et al., 2007; Engel
et al., 2009), as the differentiation of even a few discrete OM
pools with different reactivity requires a high frequency sampling
strategy that is usually difficult to achieve due to sample volume
constrains. Thus, we used a single first-order decay model for
each treatment that yielded an overall good fit to our data and
low standard errors of the model parameters (Table 2). Although
the remineralization rates presented here are influenced by
our experimental design and choice of model, and should not
be extrapolated directly to field data, we deem this approach
appropriate for comparative purposes between treatments.

The rapid decrease of DOC in the DD treatment within
the first 2 days of the experiment (Figure 3) was partially
compensated by the reduced apparent consumption of POC
over the same period (Figure 5). This could be the result of re-
aggregation processes, through which part of the DOC adheres
to particles big enough to be retained during the filtration of
POC, and/or of preferential degradation of fresh DOM over
POM by the prokaryotic community. Similarly, the loss of
POC concentration overtime in the DD treatment was partially
counteracted after the second day of the experiment by the
accumulation of DOC. This increase could be attributed to the
release of recalcitrant DOM as a by-product of POM degradation,

which would be in agreement with previously reported
increases of low molecular weight DOM during degradation
of diatom particles (Hama et al., 2004). The evolution of
some DOM optical indices measured during our experiment,
such as the absorption ratio a300:a400 and DOC-normalized
humic fluorescence (Supplementary Figure 3), support this
explanation. The absence of a similar DOC accumulation in the
non-DD treatment could be a consequence of the higher POM
lability observed in this treatment. In this scenario, the microbial
community would have been able to degrade non-DD POM
further, respiring most of its C and releasing only a minor fraction
as recalcitrant DOM. This OM dynamics would be represented by
the slight difference in the final DOC concentration between the
non-DD treatment and that of the mesopelagic water prior to the
addition of particles (Figure 3).

Transfer of OC between the particulate and dissolved fractions
appears to have compensated the slight discrepancies in the
expected POC dynamics of the DD treatment, yielding a decay
pattern of the combined TOC pool that fits the expected first
order kinetics better than the particulate fraction alone (Table 2).
Overall, the non-DD treatment OM decayed faster than that
of DD, as denoted by the higher TOC remineralization rate of
the non-DD treatment. Moreover, the extent of the degradation
process was also higher for the non-DD treatment, with 75± 2%
of the added TOC being degraded over the 19 days of dark
incubation. The lower relative loss of TOC in the DD treatment
throughout the experiment was probably due to the accumulation
of recalcitrant DOC, which limited OM remineralization in this
treatment to 55± 5% of the TOC added to the mesopelagic water.

Particulate Organic Carbon Dynamics
The different rates of POC remineralization exhibited by each
treatment during the experiment point to DD treatment POM
being less labile than that of the non-DD treatment. Two main,
non-mutually exclusive factors could be playing a role in this
result: (i) differences in POM chemistry between treatments
and/or (ii) the protective effect of diatom frustules against
bacterial decomposition in the DD treatment.

POM Chemical Composition
Mediterranean microbial communities have been consistently
reported to be P-limited, both at surface (Thingstad et al.,
1998; Pinhassi et al., 2006) and at depth (Sala et al., 2002; Van
Wambeke et al., 2002). Due to the relatively low phosphate
concentration (0.070 ± 0.005 µM PO4

3−) and high inorganic
nutrient N:P (∼ 83:1) of the mesopelagic water sample used in the
experiment, we expected the bacterial community to be P-limited.
Bacterial metabolism depends on substrate stoichiometry, with
lower C:N and C:P of organic substrates leading to higher
BP and growth efficiency (Kroer, 1993; Lennon and Pfaff,
2005). Thus, POM phosphorus content was expected to have
a considerable impact on bacterial activity and their growth
capabilities in our experiment.

The coccolithophore-dominated NP incubation was
comparatively less efficient in carbon production, which
resulted in POM relatively rich in nitrogen and, especially, in
phosphorus as denoted from POM stoichiometry. Meanwhile,
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FIGURE 9 | Time course of nitrogen (A,B) and phosphorus fractions (C,D) for the non-DD (A,C) and DD (B,D) treatments. Dissolved fractions are inorganic forms of
N (ammonia, nitrate, and nitrite) and P (phosphate); particulated fractions are PON and POP. Data are mean and standard deviation of two experimental replicates.

the NPSi incubation produced relatively C-rich POM, with
higher C:N and C:P ratios (Table 1). Even after the considerable
initial drop in the DD treatment POM C:N and C:P ratios, which
has been discussed previously, non-DD POM remained P-rich
in comparison, with lower C:P and N:P ratios for the rest of the
experiment (Figures 6B,C, respectively). This high phosphorus
POM content might have alleviated bacterial P limitation and
stimulated its growth in the non-DD treatment, accelerating
the POC consumption in this treatment relative to that of
the DD treatment.

Particulate organic matter stoichiometry varied throughout
the experiment hinting toward expected prokaryotic
nutritional requirements: During the first 5–7 days both
treatments experienced a decline in C:P and N:P ratios of
POM (Figures 6B,C, respectively), indicating preferential
remineralization/dissolution of C and N over P. This would be
in agreement with the expected requirements of a prokaryotic
community in lag-phase, building up enzymatic machinery
while adapting to the high resource environmental conditions
(Madigan et al., 1997). This “adaptation” period would have been
accompanied by the loss of the bacterial community transferred
from the light incubations, as denoted by the drop in BB observed
in both treatments, DD and non-DD, after the second day of the

experiment (Figure 8A). After day 7, increasing POM C:P ratios
indicate an enhanced P remineralization relative to that of C
(Figure 6B). The increase in BB after the initial drop is consistent
with the expected growth of the original mesopelagic bacterial
community in response to the decay of bacteria from the light
incubations (Figure 8A).

Additionally, chemical characteristics of POM other
than stoichiometric differences could have influenced POM
degradation kinetics in our experiment. In a revision of
phytoplankton macromolecular composition, Finkel et al. (2016)
identified significant differences between phyla of microalgae
in their proportions of proteins, carbohydrates and lipids.
To date, a universal ranking of these compounds labilities
remains elusive for marine POM (Benner and Amon, 2015),
with different studies reporting variable labilities depending
on their POM source and degradation conditions (Harvey
et al., 1995; Harvey and Macko, 1997; Panagiotopoulos et al.,
2002; Goutx et al., 2007). However, we cannot dismiss the
possibility that the compositional differences of phytoplanktonic
POM have influenced the degradation dynamics observed in
this experiment. Further research is required to determine
the link between POM chemical composition and its
remineralization kinetics.
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Mineral Cover Protective Effects
Diatom silica frustules have been reported to provide
protection against diverse threats to cell integrity, such as
UV radiation (Ellegaard et al., 2016) grazing (Hamm et al., 2003;
Assmy et al., 2013) or viral infection (Kranzler et al., 2019).
Protection of diatom POM from bacterial degradation by silica
frustules has been also reported by Moriceau et al. (2009),
who observed an enhanced degradation rate constant of
POC once enough biogenic silica had been dissolved. During
degradation, heterotrophic prokaryotes have to first attack the
organic matrix of the frustules via the secretion of extracellular
hydrolases, exposing the underlying silica to dissolution into
the undersaturated surrounding water. The bacterial-mediated
dissolution of silica frustules (Bidle and Azam, 1999) represents
an extra step, which makes diatom POM harder to degrade
relative to that of non-silicifying phytoplanktonic groups. This
protective effect can be specially relevant for the preservation of
resting spores, whose heavily silicified frustules allow them to
persist degradation and dominate deep POC fluxes in some cases
(Rembauville et al., 2016). Assuming that the increase of silicate
concentration in the DD treatment accounts for all biogenic silica
dissolution, and using the C:Si ratio calculated for NPSi POM,
we expect the dissolution of silica in the DD treatment to have
exposed 42 ± 7 µM of POC throughout the experiment. This
estimation matches well with the amount of POC remineralized
in the DD treatment during the experiment (40.7 ± 0.7 µM),
which could be a strong indication that this mechanism has
limited to some extent the POM degradation of this treatment.

Whereas diatom POC can remain within senescent and intact
dead cells, coccolithophore cell POC and coccolith PIC separate
readily after cell death (De La Rocha and Passow, 2007). This is
further supported by multiple experimental observations of net
detachment of coccoliths at low growth rates and especially at
stationary phase (Balch et al., 1993; Fritz and Balch, 1996; Fritz,
1999). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that coccoliths may have
not provided as much protection to coccolithophores against
bacterial activity in the non-DD treatment as opal frustules did
to diatoms in the DD treatment.

The Role of Diatoms and
Coccolithophores in the Global C Cycle
Diatoms and coccolithophores are two of the most prominent
players in carbon export, collectively responsible for
approximately 50% of POC export (Jin et al., 2006) as mineral-
ballasted, bloom-forming phytoplankton functional groups.
However, the chemical nature of their mineralized cell walls can
modulate the net effect of their blooms on atmospheric CO2
drawdown. Coccolithophore calcification has an opposite effect
to their photosynthetic C fixation by reducing the alkalinity of
surface waters and thus decreasing the ocean storage capacity for
CO2 (Rost and Riebesell, 2004). Consequently, coccolithophore
blooms have a reduced carbon sequestration potential when
compared to non-calcifying phytoplankton proliferations (Boyd
and Trull, 2007). Ultimately, the C-sequestration of a given
system depends on the BCP efficiency, described by two metrics:
particle export efficiency (PEeff ), defined as the proportion of

NPP that is exported from the sunlit layer of the ocean; and
transfer efficiency (Teff ), the fraction of organic export that
reaches the deep ocean (Henson et al., 2012).

Contrasting export- and transfer-efficiency patterns have
been observed consistently in regions dominated by either
coccolithophores or diatoms (Francois et al., 2002; Lam and
Bishop, 2007; Henson et al., 2012). Coccolithophore-dominated
regions exhibit low PEeff but little loss of exported material with
depth (i.e., high Teff ), whereas regions dominated by diatoms
show relatively high PEeff but intense attenuation of POC flux
thereafter (low Teff ). In our experiment, we observed contrasting
temporal dynamics in POC concentrations (Figure 5A) and
C-specific BP between treatments (Figure 8B) that agree with
the patterns in remineralization length scale described above.
During the first 5 days of the experiment, the coccolithophore-
dominated non-DD treatment experienced a higher relative POC
loss (60%) than the diatom-dominated DD treatment (30%) and
supported higher C-specific BP. After the fifth day, however, we
found the opposite pattern, with the non-DD treatment losing
a further 15% of its initial POC and supporting less C-specific
BP than the DD treatment, which lost an additional 30% of
its initial POC in the same period. Other things being equal
(i.e., sinking rates), these spatio-temporal patterns imply that a
greater fraction of remineralization occurs in deeper waters for
diatom-dominated assemblages, increasing their C sequestration
potential (Kwon et al., 2009).

The overall slower degradation rates of diatom-derived
material found in our experiment is consistent with field
observations of phytoplankton taxonomic composition and
degradation markers of deep ocean samples. Agusti et al. (2015)
found that diatoms dominate phytoplanktonic assemblages
found in the deep ocean (2000–4000 m) at tropical and
subtropical latitudes, and that their dominance increased at depth
with respect to the overlying surface communities. Ingalls et al.
(2006), who compared the degradation state of 1000 m sediment
trap materials in the Southern Ocean based on amino acid and
pigment compositions, found the highest degree of degradation
at sites with high coccolithophore contribution, whereas diatom-
dominated stations showed little signs of bacterial degradation.
Furthermore, the sedimentary record shows a widespread
dominance of diatom remains, especially resting diatom spores,
in marine sediments underneath some of the most productive
coastal upwelling systems of the world (Abrantes et al., 2016).
These observations suggest that diatoms are better equipped than
other phytoplanktonic groups to endure the transit through the
mesopelagic ocean and withstand microbial degradation.

Much uncertainty remains on how different environmental
factors and biotic interactions control present and future
phytoplankton biogeography patterns (Cermeño et al.,
2008; Boyd et al., 2010). However, some studies point to a
diminishment of diatom contribution due to global change:
In coastal regions influenced by large river discharge,
various anthropogenic impacts are disturbing nutrient
stoichiometry inputs toward lower relative concentrations
of silicate (Turner et al., 2003; Garnier et al., 2010), forcing
phytoplankton assemblages toward lower diatom contribution
and concurrent lower C-export (Turner et al., 1998). In
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open ocean environments, some observations hint toward
an expanded geographical distribution of coccolithophores
in regions historically dominated by diatoms, as temperature
and ocean stratification increases due to climate change
(Merico et al., 2003; Cubillos et al., 2007; Cermeño et al.,
2008). Based on the differences discussed in the previous
paragraphs and the overall higher lability of coccolithophore
POM found in our experiment, the projected shifts from
diatom- to coccolithophore-dominated communities may hinder
the oceans atmospheric CO2 drawdown through a reduced
efficiency of the BCP.

Experimental Approach Limitations
Although it is not feasible to reproduce all conditions experienced
by phytoplankton aggregates during their journey through the
water column, degradation experiments can provide useful
information on the different processes at play in the degradation
of POM. Here, we examined the effect of POM photosynthetic
origin on its degradation dynamics in terms of carbon removal
rates and changes in stoichiometry. To focus on this effect,
we excluded other sources of variability that otherwise could
have influenced the degradation process as described in M&M.
Still, we identified some patterns that may have been caused
by the unavoidable artifacts of the experimental design and will
be discussed here.

At the beginning of the experiment, the discrepancies in
DOC and phosphate concentrations between the mesopelagic
water and the initial samples of each treatment (Figures 3, 7B,
respectively) could be linked to the mechanical resuspension of
the particulate material, which may have caused cell lysis and
released intracellular contents to the mesopelagic water. The
absence of a similar increase in nitrogen is probably due to
differences in P and N cell allocation, with N mostly contained in
macromolecules that require specific enzymes to be hydrolyzed,
while a large fraction of P can be found in storage structures that
require little biological activity to be released (Liefer et al., 2019).
These findings are in agreement with those from Burkhardt et al.
(2014), who described P abiotic solubilization but virtually no
N release within minutes of resuspension of phytoplanktonic
POM. We also found discrepancies between the initial BB of
each treatment, and that of the mesopelagic sample (Figure 8A).
This apparent excess in BB indicates that the collection of
particulate material from the light incubations on the filters
also retained a substantial fraction of the bacterial community
associated with the phytoplankton blooms. The drop observed
in BB of both treatments after the second day of the experiment
is probably due to the death of part of the bacterial community
transferred from the light incubations. These patterns were found
in both the non-DD and DD treatments, and the discrepancies
in concentrations of different components were proportional
to the added particulate material of each treatment, making
the degradation process comparable between treatments even
though extrapolation of results from this experiment should be
taken with caution. The main goal of the experiment, however,
was not to obtain specific rates of remineralization but to
characterize the effect of phytoplankton community composition
and physiological state on the OM bacterial degradation process.

We consider that the filtration of mesopelagic water prior to
the start of the experiment may have excluded part of the particle-
attached mesopelagic prokaryotes, however, we believe that the
need to exclude any uncharacterized particles and bacterial
grazers, which might otherwise have influenced the results,
justified this action. We also evaluated the possibility of microbial
oxygen limitation impacting our results using raw conservative
calculations of oxygen consumption during OM respiration
(Supplementary Methods). We estimated that, throughout the
experiment, the dissolved oxygen concentrations decreased from
255 to 198 ± 6 and 222 ± 1 µM in the DD and non-DD
treatments, respectively. These oxygen consumptions translate
into minimal decreases of microbial respiration (2.9 ± 0.4 and
1.6 ± 0.0% in the DD and non-DD treatments, respectively).
In addition, the containers were ventilated in every sampling,
since this aeration was not included in our calculations, we can
conclude that oxygen limitation was minimal.

In our experimental setup, we purposely excluded large
(>200 µm) zooplanktonic grazers at the beginning of the
POM production incubations to allow for relatively fresh
phytoplanktonic POM to be collected for the degradation
experiment. Although simplistic, this would be representative of
high-export conditions of decoupled productivity and grazing. In
cases where primary producers escape zooplankton grazing and
rapidly sink out of the euphotic zone such as rapidly growing
blooms (Cadée, 1985; Dünweber et al., 2010; Martin et al.,
2011) and fast export pulses due to subduction events (Omand
et al., 2015; Thomsen et al., 2017), the patterns found in this
study should apply.

Future Research Challenges
Obtaining a better understanding of the linkage between
plankton ecophysiology, export production and POC attenuation
with depth is crucial to inform models and improve our ability
to predict the roles of the BCP and the MCP in future ocean
scenarios. In this study, we have identified some knowledge gaps
that might help guide future studies that aim to quantify and
model POM degradation rates.

The release of DOM during bacterial degradation of POM
may represent an important fraction of POC losses and it
should be taken into account to avoid overestimations of
POC respiration. Accumulation of RDOM during bacterial
degradation of phytoplanktonic POM has only been described,
to the best of our knowledge, in experiments involving diatom
materials (Lara and Thomas, 1995; Hama et al., 2004). Similarly,
we found that DOM release and accumulation was much more
prominent during the degradation of diatom-derived POM.
Low-labile DOM can serve as a very effective C storage pool
(Jiao et al., 2010) and more studies are required to elucidate
how phytoplankton community composition influences the
production of RDOM.

The formation of resting spores allows diatoms to persist
unfavorable conditions procuring them with a standing stock
of semi-dormant cells that can react relatively rapidly when
conditions improve. As a side-effect, their C-rich nature and
highly silicified frustules make this resting cell forms optimal
vectors for C-export, dominating deep POC fluxes in some cases.
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Unfortunately, the lack of specific volume-to-C estimates for
many species makes obtaining accurate quantification of their
importance in terms of C challenging (Rynearson et al., 2013).
Our ability to understand the impact of resting spores on the
efficiency of the BCP would benefit from detailed studies of spore
physiology and biochemical composition.

The striking differences in POM remineralization rates
found in our experiment are probably the result of additive
and/or synergistic effects of POM stoichiometry, mineral cover
protection and phytoplanktonic origin. Future studies evaluating
the individual and combined effects of each of these factors
on the dynamics of bacterial decomposition of phytoplanktonic
materials will allow us to improve predictive models of the
oceanic C-cycle. Likewise, quantifying the contribution of
zooplankton and prokaryotes to POM remineralization as a
function of the phytoplankton community composition should
be a priority, as it will help us elucidate the extent of the
impact that the differences in resistance to bacterial degradation
described in this study have on the efficiency of the BCP.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that the dynamics of POM bacterial
remineralization is strongly dependent on its phytoplanktonic
origin. When compared to non-diatom phytoplankton
proliferations, diatom POM was degraded to a lower extent and
at a much slower rate over the 19-day degradation experiment.
In addition, bacterial processing of diatom POM resulted in
the release and accumulation of DOM of tentative recalcitrant
nature. Overall, these results suggest that projected declines in
diatom dominance due to global change might lead to a greater
lability of export production and reduced efficiencies of the
BCP and the MCP.
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